Communica)ng why land surface heterogeneity ma6ers
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Complex dynamics and eco-hydrology: the challenge of explaining
responses
As hydrologic scienNsts, we know that land surface heterogeneity can have nuanced and someNmes
dramaNc impacts on the water cycle. For example, forest thinning (either by people, ﬁre, or insects)
impacts mulNple hydrologic processes - some increase parNNoning of precipitaNon towards
evapotranspiraNon, some shiV towards recharge and streamﬂow.
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Communica)ng Complexity

This complex impact of space/Nme dynamics on the water cycle is something we need to eﬀecNvely
communicate to non-experts. For example, we may want to explain why someNmes forest management
pracNces increase water availability, but someNmes they don’t - or why the impacts of urbanizaNon or ﬁre
are locaNon speciﬁc.

How do we help diﬀerent communiNes:
• public
• private landowners
• other scienNsts
Can overwhelm
• NGO’s
and disengage
• governments
audiences
to beGer understand the role
Excessive
of space-Nme heterogeneity.
detail
A soluNon - BeGer and interacNve visualizaNon
of model outputs: a collaboraNon between an
ecohydrologic modeling team, social-scienNsts,
a visual arNst, and computer graphics students.

Example: Impacts of thinning on water use for mid eleva$on conifer
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Local Subsidy (do trees share root zone soil water?)
So - aVer thinning, do remaining plants have “more water”?
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Land surface characterisNcs, including the structure and composiNon of vegetaNon, soil storage, and
drainage properNes, alter how incoming precipitaNon is translated into streamﬂow and evapotranspiraNon.

RHESSys (a coupled eco-hydrologic model) was used to esNmate how forest thinning impacts annual
evapotranspiraNon for a mid-elevaNon snow dominated Sierra conifer site (Tague & Moritz, in review)

Mul$ple controls:
signal/noise
Land surface heterogeneity can
explain why this parNNoning of
incoming precipitaNon cannot
always be computed by a simple
water budget calculaNon. We also
know that land surface
characterisNcs are dynamic vegetaNon grows and changes with
ﬁre, disease, and human acNons and
these changes will alter the
parNNoning of water - how much so,
however, depends itself on other
site characterisNcs - soil water
storage and the Nming and
magnitude of precipitaNon.
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One approach: collabora$on with visual ar$sts to come up with
pictorial representa$ons of diﬀerent system states
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We summarize the previous example of model results in the following water colors
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Illustra)on of Land Surface Heterogeneity = Complexity

We use a coupled model, the Regional Hydro-Ecologic SimulaNon System (RHESSys), validated with ﬁeld
measurements to show why spaNal heterogeneity maGers for understanding the impact of fuel
treatments on the water cycle for the Sierra CriNcal Zone Observatory.
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ArNsNc realizaNon of conclusions - ArNst: Ethan Turpin
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Process based models provide informaNon that can be used to
evaluate what leads to diﬀerent responses to thinning
climate * geo * eco

Soil

Next Steps
TranslaNng these science
based results into interacNve
visualizaNon
This sketch presents the design of an
interacNve tool, under development, that
allows users to explore how water and
forest growth interact with climate - and
how this interacNon changes across space
and through Nme - with and without
climate warming.
VisualizaNon is driven with output
from the RHESSys model.
github.com/RHESSys/RHESSys
ﬁesta.bren.ucsb.edu/~rhessys
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Our goal - improving how we
present results of process
based models!

Rate of forest ET parNNoning
recovery varies strongly with
climate (box plots) and soil
characterisNcs (colors)
every 6-7 years if
PAWSC (soils)
are deep
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